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Treat yourself to a fluffy trio of llamas. They’re
so easy to stitch you’ll have a whole herd in
next to no time.
01
Choose which llama you want to make first and
cut out two body shapes, a face, a fringe, some
ears and a pair of feet.
02
Following the instructions in the magazine,
stitch the pieces together adding in the stuffing
as you go. You can then add some accessories to
pretty up your llama. See right for suggestions.

Lletitia face
and fringe
Cut 1 each

Llavinia face
and fringe
Cut 1 each

Lleila face
and fringe
Cut 1 each

Body
Cut 2

Tail
Cut 1

Ears
Cut 2

Feet
Cut 2
Large
flower

Small
flower

Flower
centre

Accessories

Who needs the Easter bunny, when you have the

Pretty Lleila is the colour of candyfloss, but

Lazy llama Llavinia likes nothing better than

Easter llama Lletitia? She adores this time of

don’t be fooled by her sweet princess looks –

an afternoon nap. Her cosy snow-white coat is

year, so make her up in candy yellow and give

she just loves to show off. Transform her into a

perfect for showing off pretty petals, so make

her as an extra surprise with your Easter eggs.

kooky badge: attach a brooch fastening, pin her

her up, and place her on the pillow of someone

She’s as delicious as chocolate.

to your canvas satchel and let her do her thing.

lovely. Sweet dreams are promised.

Thank you for downloading this project from Mollie Makes. The copyright in this project belongs to our lovely designers and to Future Publishing Limited. We’ve worked hard to create projects for you to
make and love, so please don’t re-sell or distribute our work without permission from Mollie Makes. We don’t mind if you make a copy for a friend but please respect everyone’s hard work and do not
make any part of this PDF available to others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Please pass on this information if you make a copy for a friend.
Copyright law protects creative work and unauthorised copying is illegal. We appreciate your help.

Add some cute extras to your llamas, such
as pretty flowers (see templates above).
You can embellish the centres with tiny
beads, or a little swirl of ribbon. We’ve also
added a bow to our llamas, choosing pretty
colours that complement the felt. You can
make your llamas unique in other ways too,
such as using different coloured threads to
stitch the pieces together.
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